Middle School Supply List  
2019-20

**All 8th Graders are required to bring their own laptop or chromebook daily**

**ENGLISH**

English 6  
- 1.5" three ring binder with 4 dividers: Grammar, Vocabulary, Reading, Writing  
- post it notes  
- loose leaf notebook paper  
- pencils, red pen, black pen, blue pen  
- highlighters, 3 different colors  
- glue sticks

English 7  
- one 2" binder (dividers optional)  
- loose leaf notebook paper  
- mechanical pencils

English 8  
- one narrow binder, a section in a larger binder or a study folder  
- loose leaf notebook paper  
- pens, pencils and highlighters  
- one small sketch book or notebook

**GLOBAL STUDIES**

Global Studies 6  
- dry erase markers  
- 1" three ring binder with side pockets  
- pack of binder divider tabs (5 tabs minimum)  
- 1 pack loose leaf paper  
- highlighters  
- pens or pencils
• 1 package 3x5 index cards

Global Studies 7
• 1 spiral notebook
• 1 two pocket folder
• 1 pack of index cards
• colored pencils
• glue sticks
• headphones

US History 8
• notebook, binder or dedicated section of binder
• highlighters
• colored pencils

MATH

Foundations of Middle School Math
• three ring binder
• 5-tab dividers
• 2 packages lined paper
• 1 package graph paper
• 10 pencils
• colored pens (anything other than black)
• 2 spiral notebooks
• 4 glue sticks

Algebra A
• three ring binder
• 5-tab dividers
• 2 packages lined paper
• 1 package graph paper
• 10 pencils
• colored pens (anything other than black)
• Expo Markers (any colors)

Algebra B - 8th Grade with Sarah Thomas
• 1.5" three ring binder
• 1 pack binder dividers
• 1 spiral notebook
• TI-84 graphing calculator
• 1 pack lined loose leaf paper (with holes)
• 2 packs graph paper (with holes)
• pencil pouch or box ALWAYS stocked with: several pencils, erasers, pens, and highlighters

Algebra B - 7th Grade with Darien Franco
• three ring binder
• 1 pack binder dividers
• TI-84 graphing calculator
• 2 packs lined loose leaf paper (with holes)
• 2 packs graph paper (with holes)
• pencil pouch or box ALWAYS stocked with: several pencils, erasers and pens
• Expo markers (any colors)

Geometry
• 1.5" three ring binder
• 6 tab binder dividers
• 1 spiral notebook
• TI-84 graphing calculator
• 1 pack lined loose leaf paper (with holes)
• 2 packs graph paper (with holes)
• pencil pouch or box ALWAYS stocked with: several pencils, erasers, pens, and highlighters

SCIENCE

Integrated Science 6
• 1" 3-ring binder
• composition notebook or spiral notebook

Integrated Science 7
• binder (at least 1")
• pens (dark ink, any color)
• pencils (any type)
• highlighters (at least 2-3 colors)
• composition notebook
• dividers
• calculator (same as math)
• pack of markers

Integrated Science 8
• one 3-ring binder (at least 1.5")
• one 2-pocket, 3 hole punched folder
• 1 pack of dividers
• filler paper
• calculator (same as math)
- two dry erase markers
- pencil pouch or container
- mechanical pencils and lead refill OR wooden pencils and mini sharpener
- colored pens and highlighter
- post-it notes

**WORLD LANGUAGE**

**French A, B and C**
- binder
- 4 dividers with inside pocket
- loose leaf paper
- box of colored pencils or markers
- headphones/earbuds
- index cards
- tri fold poster board

**Spanish A, B and C**
- headphones/earbuds
- one 1.5" 3-ring binder with side pockets
- 1 pack of dividers with tabs (8 tab minimum)
- 1 pack of highlighters with green, yellow, blue, orange and pink
- pens or pencils with erasers
- 1-2 packs loose leaf paper with holes
- colored pencils or markers
- glue stick

**FINE ARTS**

**Robotics 6**
- headphones/earbuds

**Instrumental Music 6, 7, 8**
- wire music stand
- folder
- pencils

**PHYSICAL EDUCATION**

**Physical Education 6-8**
- Dedicated PE shoes
- Collegiate PE Uniform